**Hand Held**

**KTI73389**
**Slimline 6 LED Rechargeable Inspection Light**
- Super slim head at 1/4" thick by 11/16" wide
- Up to 7 hours of light on a single charge
- Generates 200 lumens at 15 feet
- Micro USB receiver allows for multiple charging options
- 3.7 volt Li-ion / 2200 mah rechargeable battery

**KTI73399**
**Rechargeable 12 SMD LED Worklight**
- ABS and rubberized housing with a magnet on the back side and a rotating hook on the top
- Hi / Low / Off switch
- Charge time: 5 hours
- Run time: 2 hours

**KTI73387**
**Rechargeable Worklight 3W COB with Pivot Head**
- Rechargeable 3W COB LED
- 3.7 volt 2200 mAH Li battery
- 5 hours with run time being approximately 2 hours
- ABS and rubberized housing
- Super strong magnetic base
- Rotating hook at the top that can be turned down
- 80 degree pivoting head with 180 degree rotating light
- AC & DC chargers included

**Warranty information:** Lighting covered by a 1-Year Warranty. Bulbs are not covered.
KTI73388
3 Watt COB
LED Rechargeable Worklight
- 3.7 volt / 22000 mAh Li battery
- Charge time about 5 hours with 2 hour run time
- ABS and rubberized housing with a magnet on the back side and a clip for hanging
- AC & DC chargers included

KTI73396
Aluminum 16 LED Flashlight
- 16 LED (96 lumens) flashlight
- Aerospace grade aluminum body
- Rubber grip handle
- Belt holster included
- 3 - AAA batteries included

KTI73386
Underhood Rechargeable 24 Element 600 Lumen Worklight
- Aluminum and ABS housing
- 7.4 Volt / 2000mAh Lithium-Ion battery with 6 hour charge time and approximately 3.5 hrs run time
- Telescopic ends slide to a maximum of 74.75 inches with soft rubber ends that allow attachment to work area
- AC and DC chargers included
- High-low-off switch
- Full extension length: 50.375 inches; Folded length: 26.875 inches

KTI73398A
Hands-Free LED Head Lamp
3W 120 Lumen
- Powerful 3 watt COB LEDs
- Operating modes: high (100%), low (50%), flashing, off
- Adjustable ratcheting headlamp, 180° up/down, for light direction
- 3 "AAA" batteries included

Warranty information: Lighting covered by a 1-Year Warranty. Bulbs are not covered.
KTI79800
Emergency Safety Flare
- Non-chemical, environmentally safe
- Nine flash patterns including the USCG approved SOS
- Runtime up to 100 hours depending on flash pattern
- Shatter-proof, crush-proof, and water resistant
- Positive buoyancy
- 1 CR-123 battery included

Applications in automotive, industrial, and marine. Nine distinctive flash patterns for emergency situations and work areas. Includes a magnet on one side for attaching to metal surfaces.

KTI79801
Rechargeable Emergency Safety Flare
- Non-chemical safety flare
- Runtime up to 50 hours depending on flash pattern
- Nine flash patterns including the USCG approved SOS
- Shatter-proof, crush-proof, and water resistant
- Non-chemical safety flare
- Positive buoyancy
- Charger adapter included

A non-chemical, environmentally safe flare. Applications in automotive, industrial, and marine. Nine distinctive flash patterns for emergency situations and awareness in work areas. Includes a magnet on one side for attaching to metal surfaces.

Work Lights

KTI73373
24 SMD LED Rechargeable Worklight
- 24 SMD LED (800 lumens) Rechargeable Worklight
- Heavy duty face plate
- Features a ratcheting head
- Foam insulated handle
- On / Off switch
- Charge time: 2 hours
- Run Time: 2 hours full strength

Rechargeable worklight. 24 element SMD LED with 800 lumen output. The face plate is heavy duty that contains the on/off switch on the reverse side. Has a ratcheting head and foam insulated handle. Weight: 4.85 lbs, length: 10.75” width: 9.75”, height: 15”

KTI73374
24 SMD LED A/C Power Worklight with 3 foot 18/3 SJTW Cord
- 24 SMD LED (800 lumen) A/C Power Worklight with 3 foot 18/3 SJTQ cord
- Heavy duty face plate
- Features a ratcheting head
- Foam insulated handle
- On / Off switch

A/C Power worklight with 3 ft.18/3 SJTW cord. 24 element SMD LED with 800 lumen output. The face plate is heavy duty that contains the on/off switch on the reverse side. Has a ratcheting head and foam insulated handle. Worklight LED 800 Lumen 3ft 18’, Weight: 4.85 lbs, length: 10.75” width: 9.75”, height: 15”

Warranty information: Lighting covered by a 1-Year Warranty. Bulbs are not covered.
**Work Lights**

**KTI73303**
Fluorescent Tube Light 25’
13 Watt 18/2
- Fluorescent work lights are cool to the touch and energy efficient
- All fluorescent lights are UL and cUL approved
- Adjustable hanging hook swivels 360 degree for easy hanging
- On/off switch located in handle.

Length: 25’
Cord: 18/2 SJT
Bulb: 13 watt

**KTI73304**
Replacement Head 13 Watt Fluorescent Tube Light
- Light head only, no cords attached
- Complete with bulb

**KTI73359**
Trouble Light 50’ Metal Cage Standard Duty
- Incandescent trouble lights are ideal for workshops or garages
- Heavy duty metal cage features 360° rotating hanging hook for maximum flexibility
- Switch and outlet in handle.

Length: 50’
Cord: 18/3 SJT
Watt: 1250
Amp: 10

**KTI73360**
Trouble Light 25’ Metal Cage Heavy Duty
- Incandescent trouble lights are ideal for workshops or garages
- Heavy-duty metal cage features 360° rotating hanging hook for maximum flexibility
- Switch and outlet in handle.

Length: 25’
Cord: 18/3 SJT
Watt: 1625
Amp: 13

**KTI73362**
75W Incandescent Trouble Light with Heavy Duty Metal Cage
- 13 Amp, 1625 Watt Nema 5-15 receptacle outlet in handle
- SJT 16/3 AWG, 50 foot cord
- Heavy duty metal cage features rotating hanging hook
- 75 Watt bulb
- 120 Volt

**KTI73358**
Trouble Light 25’ Metal Cage Standard Duty
- Incandescent trouble lights are ideal for workshops or garages
- Heavy duty metal cage features 360 degree rotating hanging hook for maximum flexibility

Length: 25’
Cord: 18/3 SJT
Watt: 1250
Amp: 10

**Standard Trouble Light Replacement Parts**
KTI73350 - Replacement metal guard only
KTI73351 - Replacement handle/switch assembly only
KTI73355 - Replacement metal guard with handle/switch assembly

**Warranty Information**: Lighting covered by a 1-Year Warranty. Bulbs are not covered.
KTI73311
Fluorescent Angle Work Light 25’
13 Watt 16/3
- Fluorescent work lights are cool to the touch and energy efficient
- UL and cUL approved and have circuit breaker protection and grounded outlet
- All angle lights have 360 degree swivel magnet, rotating clip for hanging and feature protective bumper and special ergonomic grip
- On/off switch
Length: 25’
Cord: 16/3 SJT
Bulb: 13 watt
Amp: 13
Watt: 1625

KTI73312
Fluorescent Angle Work Light 25’
26 Watt 16/3
- Fluorescent work lights are cool to the touch and energy efficient
- UL and cUL approved and have circuit breaker protection and grounded outlet
- All angle lights have 360 degree swivel magnet, rotating clip for hanging and feature protective bumper and special ergonomic grip
- On/off switch
Length: 25’
Cord: 16/3 SJT
Bulb: 26 watt
Amp: 13
Watt: 1625

KTI73305
Replacement Head 13 Watt Fluorescent Angle Light
- Light head only, no cords attached
- Complete with bulb

KTI73306
Replacement Head 26 Watt Fluorescent Angle Light
- Light head only, no cords attached
- Complete with bulb

KTI73357
Replacement Lens Angle Light 13 Watt
- Replacement part for fluorescent light

KTI73356
Replacement Lens Angle Light 26 Watt
- Replacement part for fluorescent light

KTI73397
LED Worklight 48 LED 25ft 16/3
- Super bright 48 LED with 25’ 16/3 SJT power cord
- 15 AMP outlet in handle
- Clamped magnet attaches to the center for changing light positions
- Two swivel hooks that fold down can be used for hanging the light

KTI3379A
Trouble Light Retrofit 500 Lumens
- A twist on module that converts an incandescent trouble light in a LED light
- 30 high powered SMD LED (500 lumens)
- Rubber bumper to protect unit
- Folding hanging hook that fits into head

Warranty information: Lighting covered by a 1-Year Warranty. Bulbs are not covered.
**KTI73370**

**Halogen Work Light 500 Watt**
- Illuminate the workshop, garage or job site with the power of bright halogen light
- All KTI fixtures use a 500-watt quartz halogen bulb (included), which emits brighter, whiter light and uses less energy
- Features include: 5-foot power cord and small floor stand

Length: 5’  
Cord: 18/3 SJTW

---

**KTI73375**

**Halogen Work Light 1000 Watt with 6’ Tripod Stand**
- Illuminate the workshop, garage or job site with the power of bright halogen light
- Fixture uses two 500-watt quartz halogen bulb (included), which emit brighter, whiter light and uses less energy
- Features include: on/off switch, 5-foot cord and tripod floor stand

Length: 5’  
Cord: 18/3 SJTW

---

**KTI73372**

**Halogen Work Light 500 Watt with 6’ Tripod Stand**
- Illuminate the workshop, garage or job site with the power of bright halogen light
- All KTI fixtures use a 500-watt quartz halogen bulb (included), which emits brighter, whiter light and uses less energy
- Features include: on/off switch, 5-foot cord and 6-foot tripod floor stand

Length: 5’  
Cord: 18/3 SJTW

---

**Warranty information:** Lighting covered by a 1-Year Warranty. Bulbs are not covered.
KTI73363
Trouble Light 25’
Metal Cage
Industrial Duty
• Incandescent trouble lights are ideal for workshops or garages
• Heavy-duty industrial cage features 360 degree rotating hanging hook for maximum flexibility
• Switch and outlet in handle

Length: 25’
Cord: 14/3 SJT
Watt: 1875
Amp: 15

KTI73318
Fluorescent Tube Light on Reel 50’
13 Watt 18/2
• Fluorescent work lights are cool to the touch and energy efficient
• All fluorescent lights are UL and cUL approved
• Adjustable hanging hook swivels 360 for easy hanging
• On/off switch located in handle

Length: 50’ with reel
Cord: 18/2 SJT
Bulb: 13 watt

KTI73349
Replacement Metal Cage for Industrial Trouble Light
• Metal guard and cage for use with incandescent trouble lights
• Bulb and light not included

KTI73315
13W Fluorescent Angle Light, reel has 30’ retractable cord
• Fluorescent work lights are cool to the touch and energy efficient
• Fluorescent light is cULus approved
• Angle light has 360° swivel magnet, 2 rotating clips for hanging and feature protective bumper and special ergonomic grip
• On/off switch and outlet in handle
• 9 amp, 1125 watt, 125 volt cable reel made of metal
• Retractable SJT cable, 16/3 AWG, 30 foot cord
• 13 watt bulb

KTI73330
75W Incandescent Trouble Light with Reel, 30’ Cord
• Incandescent trouble light with metal housing reel with 9 amps, 125 volt, 1125 watt
• Metal cage protects the 75 watt bulb and has a 360 degree rotating hanging hook
• Circuit breaker protection and Nema 5-15 receptacle grounded outlet in handle
• Reel contains retractable cable 16/3 SJT, 30 foot with 75 watt trouble light
• cULus approval

KTI73335
Industrial Trouble Light on Reel
• Incandescent trouble lights are ideal for workshop or garage environments
• Heavy duty metal shades have 360 rotating hanging hooks provide flexibility for all applications
• Work lights feature circuit breaker protection and grounded outlet in handle

Length: 50’
Cord: 14/3 SJT
Dual industrial cage.

Warranty information: Lighting covered by a 1-Year Warranty. Bulbs are not covered.
**Work Lights**

**KTI73335**  
*Industrial Trouble Light on Reel*  
- Incandescent trouble lights are ideal for workshop or garage environments  
- Heavy duty metal shades have 360° rotating hanging hooks  
- Work lights feature circuit breaker protection and grounded outlet in handle  

Length: 50’  
Cord: 14/3 SJT  
Dual industrial cage.

---

**Power Reels & Extension Cords**

**KTI73333**  
*26W Fluorescent Angle Light Reel with 50’ Cord*  
- Fluorescent work lights are cool to the touch and energy efficient  
- Fluorescent light has cULus approval  
- All angle lights have 360 degree swivel magnet, 2 rotating clips for hanging and feature protective bumper and special ergonomic grip  
- On/off switch and outlet in handle  
- 8 amp, 125 volt, 1000 watt cable reel is made of plastic with circuit breaker on reel body  
- Retractable SJT 14/3, 50 foot cord 26 watts, (2) 13 watt bulbs

Length: 50’.  
Cord: 14/3 SJEOW tri-tap  
Amp: 13  
Watt: 1625

---

**KTI73307**  
*Replacement Bulb 13 Watt Fluorescent*  
- Replacement bulb for all KTI 13 watt work lights (angle and compact tube)

---

**KTI73371**  
*Replacement Bulb 500 Watt Halogen*  
- Replacement bulb for all KTI halogen work lights (models 73370, 73372 and 73375)

---

**Warranty information**: Lighting covered by a 1-Year Warranty. Bulbs are not covered.
Power Reels & Extension Cords

KTI73340
Retractable
Extension Cord Reel 30’
• Extension reel features oil and water resistant cord, retractable reel, metal housing and circuit breaker protection

Length: 30’
Cord: 16/3 SJT tri-tap
Amp: 10
Watt: 1250

All-Weather
Extension Cords
• All-weather extension cord features 16/3 SJEOW single tap blue cord
• LED mounted in end of cord lights up when cord is plugged into 110V power
• Cord stays flexible even in extreme temperatures (-58°F to 221°F)
• 16/3 cord; Watt: 1625; Amp: 13

KTI73380 - 25’ extension cord
KTI73381 - 50’ extension cord

KTI73348
Extra-heavy-duty
Extension Cord
• Extra-heavy-duty extension cord features 12/3 SJTW single tap orange/black cord
• LED mounted in end of cord lights up when cord is plugged into 110V power
• Length: 50’; Watt: 1875; Amp: 15

Heavy-duty
Extension Cords
• Heavy duty extension cord features 14/3 SJTW single tap orange/black cord
• LED mounted in end of cord lights up when cord is plugged into 110V power
• Watt: 1875; Amp: 15

KTI73345 - 25’ extension cord
KTI73346 - 50’ extension cord

KTI73342
Standard-duty Extension Cords
• Standard outdoor extension cord features 16/3 SJTW single tap yellow cord
• Medium-duty capacity
• Flexible to -40°F. Water and weather resistant
• UL listed; Watt: 1625; Amp: 13; Volt: 125

KTI73342 - 25’ extension cord
KTI73343 - 50’ extension cord

Warranty information: Lighting covered by a 1-Year Warranty. Bulbs are not covered.